With increasing antimicrobial resistance, alternatives for treating infections or removing resistant 12 bacteria are urgently needed, such as the bacterial predator Bdellovibrio bacteriovorus or 13 bacteriophage. Therefore, we need to better understand microbial predator-prey dynamics. We on a single prey, explaining why it must be a generalist predator and suggesting it is better suited to 25 environments with multiple prey than phage.
Introduction 27
Predator-prey relationships are some of the oldest and most important interactions in nature and 28 occur at every level, from the smallest virus infecting a bacterium, to lions attacking wildebeest.
29
Predators are often keystone species in natural ecosystems [1] . Investigations into predator-prey 30 dynamics in natural settings are, however, complicated by an array of confounding factors [2] .
31
Microbes by contrast make attractive models for studying predator-prey interactions in a controlled Mathematical models explain how predator-prey interactions can generate stable oscillations [11] .
54
Most models of microbial predator prey interactions focussed on protists or bacteriophage. Only a 55 few models considered predatory bacteria, see Table S1 for an overview of models and the review 56 (Fig. S1 ). It was also necessary to set tolerances of this solver to very 115 low values and to constrain variables to be non-negative (Fig. S2) . Secondly, we used the same test 116 cases to compare simulations using biomass-based units with those using particle-based units, 
119
highlight that the system tends to undergo extremely rapid changes, followed by periods of stasis,
120
and is very sensitive to parameter settings.
121

Structural sensitivity analysis identified most appropriate model 122
To gain a better understanding of the impact of various modelling choices, we compared a number 123 of ordinary differential equation (ODE) and delay differential equation (DDE) models (Table S2, predation rate at low prey densities. We found that the highest attack rate constant was not best for 178 the predator. Instead, a lower attack rate constant was optimal for the abundance of the predator 179 and conversely for the prey (Fig. 3) . The position and width of this optimum varied with dilution rate 180 ( Fig. 3c, d ). Increasing levels of ܵ narrowed the range of ߤ in which the predator could achieve 181 near maximal density. Below the optimal ߤ , there was a sharp drop to predator extinction. The 182 optimal ߤ was also the rate at which the system underwent a Hopf bifurcation [28] from a stable 183 steady state of co-existence into an oscillatory regime ( Fig. 3e-g ).
184
Higher prey growth rate does not benefit prey 185
Since Bdellovibrio can prey on a wide range of Gram-negative bacteria with a wide range of 186 maximum specific growth rates (ߤ ே ), not just E. coli, we investigated the effects of changing this. At 187 low inflow substrate concentration (ܵ ), populations were co-existing in a stable steady state where 188 surprisingly prey growth rate had no effect on prey and predator density (Fig. 4b, 
201
There is an optimal maturation rate for bdelloplasts 202
The bdelloplast stage, where the predator grows inside the prey periplasm with a certain specific 203 growth rate (maturation rate) until prey resources are exhausted and offspring is produced, takes ~3 204 hours with E. coli. We found as with most other parameters that there was a minimal maturation rate 205 required for predator survival and an optimal maturation rate ( Fig. S7 ). This optimal rate was just 206 below a critical rate, above which populations oscillated at higher inflow substrate concentration.
207
Highest affinity of the predator for its prey is not always optimal 208
The dimensional analysis identified that the system behaviour depends on the affinity of the predator ) resulted in a bifurcation to a stable co-existence that benefited the predator at the 214 expense of the prey. The optimal affinity for the predator was just above this critical ‫ܭ‬ ே ,
(SI text).
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Increasing prey productivity benefits predator until an optimum is reached 216
Substrate inflow determines prey productivity. Increasing prey productivity from 0 at the outset 217 benefits the predator much more than the prey, which remains at very low levels, until a predator 218 maximum is reached. Further increasing substrate inflow led to a drop in predator and rise in prey
219
(SI text, Fig. S9 ).
220
Bdelloplast burst size 221
The last of the 7 dimensionless parameter combinations is the burst size, which increases with prey 222 size. It is not surprising that there was a minimal burst size for predator survival but it was not 223 expected that this minimal burst size (at higher dilution rates or inflow substrate concentrations) was 224 higher than the experimentally determined burst size for E. coli of 3.5 (Fig. S10 ). We also found an 225 optimal burst size, after which predator abundance declined, i.e., too large prey was not optimal. The 226 lower the dilution rate, the lower the minimal and optimal burst size and the broader the optimum 227 such that the optimum was in the range corresponding to typical prey sizes (Fig. S10) Fig. S12 ).
248
Trade-off between high rate versus high yield for predators 249
Since it takes time to convert prey resources into predator biomass, more complete exploitation of 250 prey resources (higher yield or burst size) should come at the cost of a longer maturation time before 251 offspring will emerge (lower maturation rate). The fast but wasteful predator was assumed to convert 252 bdelloplasts into offspring at a higher rate (݇ one third higher), but had a lower burst size (ܻ ൗ 253 halved) to reflect a reduced yield. The high yield strategy outcompeted the high rate strategy (Fig. 6 ).
254
Note that the phage had both higher burst size and faster maturation rate, considering this, it is not 255 surprising that the phage won (cf. Fig. 5 ).
256
Co-existence of two predators on one prey 257
We assumed that a trade-off between attack rate constant and affinity for prey exists because time 258 has to be invested for finding prey as well as for binding and examining potential prey. We found that 259 this trade-off would allow coexistence of a 'fast' predator with a higher attack rate constant and a 260 'high affinity' predator with lower ‫ܭ‬ ே , on a single prey (Fig. S13 ).
261
Minimal and optimal prey cell sizes 262
Bacteria have a large range of sizes [30] . Clearly there is a minimum size for a prey cell to enter and 263 consume. Bdellovibrio also needs to produce at least two offspring per prey cell. Cells of B.
264
bacteriovorus are around seven times smaller than E. coli cells; this small size might enable
265
Bdellovibrio to prey on a wider range of cell sizes. While consuming a larger prey cell will produce 266 more offspring, it will take longer. Also, larger prey cells will mean fewer prey are available if prey 1 2 growth is limited by the substrate entering the system as in our chemostat case and most 268 environments. It is not obvious whether the higher number of offspring per prey would offset the 269 disadvantages of longer maturation times and fewer cells to hunt. We found that there was both a 270 minimum prey to predator size ratio required for predator persistence and an optimal value for 271 maximal predator biomass (Fig. 7) . Fat prey caused the system to display extreme oscillations. The 272 optimal prey size was just below the size causing these oscillations. Increases in ܵ narrowed the 273 optimum towards the minimal prey size (Fig. 7a-c) . Increases in dilution rate also narrowed the peak, 274 but increased the optimal prey size (Fig. 7c, d ). is typical for predator prey systems. Prey also had to be unrealistically large to enable permanence 288 at higher dilution rates and lower productivity.
289
Tragedy of the commons 290
Similarly to increasing productivity, the prey size range enabling permanence shrank with increasing 291 attack rate constant of the predator (Fig. S15) . This is an example of the tragedy of the commons, (Fig. S15 ).
297
Global parameter sensitivity analysis 298
To understand how much the system behaviour would change if the parameters were different due 299 to changes in substrate, prey or predator species, we conducted a global sensitivity analysis (SI text 300 and Figs. S16, S17). Substrate concentration was only sensitive to the inflow substrate 301 concentration. Prey density was not sensitive to substrate concentration and prey growth kinetics but 302 sensitive to predator parameters. Predator densities were sensitive to the attack rate constant but 303 also to the maximal specific prey growth rate.
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Discussion 305
Our results suggest that Bdellovibrio consuming a single prey species can only survive 306 permanently within a very narrow range of conditions. We therefore characterise this 307 predator prey system as 'brittle'. For example, over a wide range of conditions, the system is 308 prone to extreme oscillations with periods of over a hundred hours and bacterial densities 309 dropping below 0.1 pg ml -1 . In a deterministic mathematical model, species densities can 310 eventually recover from even the smallest positive number but in a biological system, there 311 has to be at least a single cell left (~1 pg). More importantly, when a system contains just a 312 few cells over a long time, stochastic fluctuations will almost inevitably result in the loss of 313 those few cells, leading to local extinction. For most system parameters, there was a narrow 314
range of values that allowed the predator to reproduce fast enough to avoid being washed 315 out without triggering these oscillations, and the optimal value to maximise predator 316 numbers occurred near the threshold triggering these oscillations. One might expect that prey cells have to be large enough to give rise to two predator 367 offspring. Surprisingly, our model predicts that Bdellovibrio needs prey that is at least 7 368 times larger than itself. Indeed, this is about the difference in size between Bdellovibrio and 369 E. coli [60] and other typical prey are of similar size. However, the predicted optimal prey 370 size is considerably larger. Maybe Bdellovibrio cannot be much smaller than it already is or 371 accessing diverse prey species avoids precarious oscillations. 372
Our model also predicts that a predator that kills its prey too efficiently (has a too high attack 373 rate, or too little mortality) will drive its prey to extinction and then become extinct itself, 374 resulting in a tragedy of the commons [33] . Indeed, Bdellovibrio has a much higher mortality 375 rate than other bacteria. While this may make over-exploitation of prey less likely, the high 376 mortality is likely caused by its high energy expenditure when swimming fast and not 377 feeding at the same time, also its small size prevents storage of large energy reserves [6] .
1 7
In conclusion, our model results suggest that Bdellovibrio and like organisms are unlikely to 379 survive in most natural environments if they were preying only on single prey species. They 380 would also be outcompeted by phage. In line with empirical evidence, Bdellovibrio ought to 381 be a generalist predator and would only thrive in prey density hotspots -which it should be 382 able to find by chemotaxis. For application as a living antibiotic to reduce the abundance of 383 pathogens or antimicrobial resistant bacteria in aquaculture or plant and animal agriculture, 384
Bdellovibrio would be expected to be more effective where multiple prey species, not only 385 the target species, are naturally available or added artificially. 386
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559
Bottom row shows the oscillatory period (blue, left axis) and phase shifts (green, right axis) from 560 substrate peak to peak of prey (solid line), free Bdellovibrio (dashed line) or bdelloplast (dotted line).
561
Note that oscillations start above the optimal attack rate constant. In order to obtain accurate 562 simulation results at all parameter values, the absolute tolerance of the ode45 solver had to be 563 reduced from 1 x 10 -9 to 1 x 10 -12 .
2 5 there is an optimal prey growth rate. Fig. 4 Increasing the maximal specific growth rate of the prey ( " ) leads to a sharp drop of prey density and stabilizes the system at high inflow substrate concentrations ( $ ).
The system was more stable at low $ (cf. phase diagram in Fig. 2a ). Top row shows concentrations at steady state or averaged over one oscillatory cycle. Bottom row shows the oscillatory period (blue, left axis) and phase shifts (green, right axis) from substrate peak to peak of prey (solid line), free Bdellovibrio (dashed line) or bdelloplast (dotted line). Note that oscillations occur at the higher inflow substrate concentration and below a critical " . Prey density is much higher in the oscillatory regimes where it decreases with increasing prey growth rates. Since prey density will of course be 0 if " is zero,
there is an optimal prey growth rate. Always 0.438 
